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In reply to your memorandum of July 1i4 1958, we have reviewed the
additional information dated July 8, in answer to our memo of June
12 to you.

The applicant has stated that the quantity of metal to be permitted
in a five-inch dissolver will be three kilograms. Three kilograms
is indeed a safe limit for hydrogenous compounds and mixtures having
H to U-235 ratios less than 20, and a five-inch diameter vessel is
safe for a solution containing UT 235. However, it is not clear that
safety will be certain when materials of unspecified geometry and
density are inserted into the dissolver. We would like to know the
applicant's reasons for choosing this combination of limits and the
basis or source of the data upon which it is based.

The combination of these limits is believed to be safe, but with less
certainty than if either one of the limits were used individually.

Thus, it is particularly important that the limits be observed rigidly.
The design of equipment guarantees observance of the 5" diameter limit,
but the three kilogram mass limit may be more difficult to implement.
Although this limit was stated as the amount of highly enriched uranium
metal to be permitted in the dissolver, changes in the material in the
dissolution process make it necessary to interpret this as a limit in
the total amount of uranium present in any form in the dissolver, for
it to constitute a safe limit. Further, the uncertainties involved in
estimating the uranium contained in solution and in heel material would
further necessitate successive reduction of the amount charged into the
dissolver in successive charges, to assure that the three kilogram limit
would be maintained (assuming repeated charging without cleanout of the
dissolver). The keeping of accurate and up to date records of the amount
of uranium in any dissolver at any given time would be further complicated
by the proposed multiplicity of dissolvers, and extreme care would have
to be taken to avoid errors in the charging operation.
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It may be that some other basis for safety exists in this operation,
and has not been stated by the applicant, (such as enrichment, particle
size of the material, container volume, etc.). If some such basis ex-
ists and the corresponding limit can be maintained, the control diffi-
culties discussed above may thereby be eliminated.

In regard to our earlier question on the dissolver steam jacket, the
revision of the dissolver, as shown in the new drawing submitted elim-
inates the reason for our concern.


